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f. lt shaIl be unlawful for any person engaged in commerce, in the course of such commerce, lmowingly 
to induce or receive a discrimination in price which is prohibited by this section. 

3. It shall be unlawful for any person engaged in commerce, in the course of such commerce, to 
lease or make a sale OI, contraet for sale of goods, wares, merchandise, machinery, supplies, or other 
commodities, whether patented or unpatented, for use, consumption, or resale within the United States 
cr any Terntory thereof ar tbe District óf Columbia OI auy insular possession or otheI place under the 
jurisdiction Df the United States, or fix a price charged therefor, or discount frem, ar rebate upon, such 
price, on the condirion, agreement, OI understanding that the lessee or purchaser thereof shall not use 
OI dea! in the goods, wares, merchandise, machinery, supplies, or other commodities of a competitor 
or competitors of the lessor or seller, where the effect of such lease, sale, or contract for sale or such 
condition, agreement, or understanding may be to substantially lessen competition OI tend to create a 
monopoly in any line of commerce. 

7. No corpOIation engaged in commerce shall acquire, directly or indirect1y, the whole OI any part 
of the stock or other share capital and no corporation subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade 
Commission shall acquire the whole OI· any part of the assets of another corporation engaged also in 
commerce, where in any line of commerce in any section of the country, the effect of such acquisition 
may be substantially to lessen competition, or to tend to create a monopoly. This section shall not 
apply to corporations purchasing such stock soleIy for investment and not using the saroe by voting 
OI otherwise to bring aboulo or in attempting to bring about, the substantialIessening of competition. 
NOI shall anything contained in this section prevent a cOIporation engaged in commerce from causing 
the formation of subsidiary cOIporations for the actual carrying on of their immediate Iawful business, 
OI the natural and legitimate branches OI extensions thereof, OI from owning and holding alI or a part of 
the stock of such subsidiary corporations, when the effect of such fonnation is not to substantially lessen 
competition. 

Federal 'frade Commission Act 

5. a. (1) Unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce, and unfair or deceptive acts or 
practices in OI affecting commerce, are dec1ared unIawful. 

(2) The Commission is empowered and directed to prevent persons, partnerships, or corporations, except 
banks, common carriers subject to the Acts to regulate commerce, air carriers and fOIeigo air carriers 
subject to the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, and persons, partnerships, OI corpOIations insofar as they 
are subject to the Packers and Stockyards Act, 1921, as amended, except as provided in section 406 (b) 
of said Act, from using unfair methods of competition in OI affecting commerce and unfair or deceptive 
acts OI practices in Df affecting commerce. 
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4 Efficiency and Technical Progress 

As indicated in the preceding chapter, economic peiformance is the term used to measure 
how well industries accomplish their economic tasks in society's interests. Clearly, to evaluate 
antitrust laws it is essential to have some well-defined o~ective. In order to evaluate a law that 
prohibits mergers between two rivals, it is important to have a conceptual tool that identifies 
the costs and beuefits to society of that law. 

The two dimensions of economic petformance to be discussed here were referred to in the 
last chapter as efficiency and technical progresso In a sense, more descriptive terms would 
be static and dynamic efficiency-but we use the traditional teffi1S in order to be consistent 
with the economics literature. The main distinction is that in disc~ssing efficiency it will be 
assumed that the technology is given, and in discussing technical progress the assumption is 
that resources are being allocated to developing new technologies (for producing old products 
more cheaply and for producing completely new products). 

Economic Efficiency 

We begin by considering the theoretical world of perfect competition. Every microeconomics 
text devotes much attention to lhe perfectly competitive mode!. The key assumptions are 
these: 

1. Consumers are perfectly informed about ali goods, ali ofwhich are private goods. 

2. Producers have production functions that role out increasing returns to scale and techno
logical change. 

3. Consumers maximize their preferences given budget constraints; producers maximize 
profits given their production functions. 

4. Ali agents are price takers, and exlemalities among agents are ruled out. 

5. A competitive equilibrium, that is, a seI of prices such that ali markets clear, is lhen 
determined. 

An important welfare theorem that follows fiom the preceding assumptions is that the 
competitive equilibrium is Pareto optimal. In short, the eguilibrium canuot be replaced by 
another OI~e that would increase t!!e welfare 9!..ê.0me consumers without harrning others. ~-AP-_ 
impo~i"rà.J?ropérty-of the equilibrium is that p'ric;:"elJ.Ual'-rflarg.i!'Él~o~tip alLmJl!lcets. 

Note that the ideal competitive world thal we have described would have no need for 
govemment intervention in the marketplace, except for policies affecting income distribution. 
This book ignores problems of income distribution-1eaving those problems lo the field of 
public finance (which studies laxation and transfer payments). 

Many of"the listed assumptions will be relaxed and discussed in detail throughout this book. 
Of COlme, the key assumption to be discusséd in this pari of the book is the price-taking 
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assumption. That is, antitJ:t:l_~~fQJ]ºm!~fi-.!ª~ cog~~ned with the_ ca~_ii~~ __ @Q ç()l!~eql!eBf:~~qf 
finns' abjlities to set pric~ above marginal~cgst ~ - ~ ~ 

Once we begin to relax these assumptions, it becomes dear that we need to develop partial 
equilibrium tools, Thafis to say, it becomes incredibly complex to deal with a general equilib
rium IDadel in which some markets are monopolies, extemallties exist, imperfect information 
about product quality obtains, and 80 on.1 Hence we-now tum to welfare economics concepts 
in the context of a single market, effectively ignoring the interactions with ali other markets. 

Partial Equilibrium Welfare Tools 

The competitive model described by the list was said to satisfy the condition of Pareta 
aptimality. This is aU;0 referred to as Pareta efficiency or simply ecan()mjeeffici""cy._ One 

--- ----- -- ------- - ---
tool for evaluating the effect of a policy change (say, breaking up a monopoly) is the Pareto 
criterion. T~at is,.if everyone is made better af( by the cqange (or no ane i~ made worse off, 
and at least one person is made belter ofi), then the Pareto criterion would say that the change 
is "good" It is hard to argue with this cri,terion for evaluating public policies. The problem is 
that one is unlikely to find many "good"real-world policies.ln most cases in the real world, 
at least some people will be harmed. 

A generally accepted alÚ~rnative standard in applied microeconomics is the compensation 
principle, which is equivalent ta choosing policies that yield the llighest total ecanomic 
surplus. The basic idea is that if the "winners" fram any policy change can, in principie, 
é(;"mpensate the "losers" 80 that everyone is better aff. then it is a "good" change. Note that 
a~tual compensation of the losers is not required.· If it were required, of course, it would satisfy 
the Pareto criterion. 

To illustrate, consider Figure 4.1. The figure shows the market demand and supply curves 
~ , 

for videocasselte recorders (VCRs). Recall first a few facts about these two curves. The 
competitive industry's supply curve is found by horizontal aggregation of the supply curves 
of individual finns. The individual firrns' supply curves are their marginal cost curves; hence 
we can thinkofthe supply curve in figure 4.1 ~s the ind~stry's marginal c~st curve. 

Another useful point is to recognize that the area under the marg~nal cost curve represents 
the sum of the incrementai costs for ali·uuits of output and, as a result, equals the total cost. 
Hence the total cost ofproducing Q* VCRs is the area OQ* DC (this is exclusive of auy fixed 
costs). 

Under certain assumptions, the demand curve can be viewed as a schedule of the marginal 
willingness-to-pay by VCR customers.2 For example, at the competitive equilibrium (price 

1. See R. G. Lipsey and K Lancaster, 'The General The~)fy of Second Be~t," Review ofEconomic Studies, 1956, for 
an ana1ysis. 

2 This interpretadon is most easi1y understood ifthe demand curve is assumed to be made up of many heterogeneous 
consumers with demands for at most one VCR. Hence the individual with the highest valuation (or willingness-to-

t 
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Figure 4.1 
Demand and Supply Curves in Determiuation ofECoJ1omic Surplus 

P*, output Q*) the marginal willingness-to'pay P* exactly equals marginal cost at the output 
Q*. Because the area under this schedule of marginal willingness-to-pay is total willingness
to-pay, consumers are willing to pay OQ* DA for output Q*. The difference between total 
willingness-to'pay and total cost is therefore the area AC D and is referred to as the total 
surplus generated in the V CR market. Finally, it is common to divide total surplus iuta 
consumersurplús ofAP*D andproducersurplus of P*CD. 

pay) for a VCR is. rep~esented by the vertical intercept of the demand curve, DA. The next highest valuation (for 
the second VCR) IS shghtly less than DA, and so forth. The person who actua11y'has the marginal willingness-to
pay P* is- the person who obtains a zero (individual) consumer surplus-all others have positive surpluses. For 
example~ .the .persou with margi~~ wiJlingn~ss-to-pay of Q' F has to pay P*, and has a surplus of FG. The key 
assumption necessary to make this tnlerpretal:lOn genera11y valid is that the incom~ effect for the good is "small," See 
~. Willig, :'Consurner's_Surplus withoutApology," American Economic RevTw.September 1976, for supportfor this 
mterpretatlon. 
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Consumer surplus is defined as the total willingness-to-pay OQ* DA less what the con

sumers must actually pay. ~Because consumers must pay the rectangle defined by price P* 
and the output Q* (that is, area OQ'D P*), the area AP' D in Fignre 4.1 is the consumer sur

plus. Producer sUI'J?lus, defined in an analogous marmer, is equal to the profit ofthe finns in the 
industry. Because finns receive revenUeS of price P' times output Q* (that is, area OQ* D P*) 
and they incur costs equal to the area under the marginal cost curve, OQ' DC, they eam a 

producer surplus of the difference, P*C D. . 
Notice that maximizing total surplus is equivalent to maximizing the sum oI consumer and 

producer surplus. We next show that maximizing total snrplus is equivalent to selecting the 

output levei at which price equals m;ITgillái C(;SL r;,- Pigtire 4. Cassume th~t output Q' is 
being p;:;;du~edalld-~~Id ,rt-price Q' F. Clearly, at the output Q', the marginal willingness

to-pay Q' F exceeds the marginal cost Q' H. Hence a small increase in output of L'> Q woúld 

increase snrplus by the area of the slender shaded region (approximately F H ~height by , 
~ . . 

L'> Q width). Output increases would continue to increase surplus up to output Q*. Hence, 

maximizing snrplus implies that output should be increased from Q' to Q*, adding an in

crement to total snrplus of area F H D. Of course, by an analogous argument, we can show 

that output increases heyond Q* would reduce surplus, since margin~l cost exceeds marginal 
willingness-to-pay. In short, equating price and marginal cost at output Q* maximizes total 

surplus. 

It is useful to provide another interpretation for the area F H D in Figure 4.1. Recall that 

this area represents potential increases in total surplus if for some reason output is held at 
Q'. For illustrative pnrposes, assume that a cartel has agreed to restrict output to Q', charging 

price Q' F. This results in a so-called deadweight loss of surplus equal to area F H D. This is 

often referre,fío as the social cosi ofrnonopoly, or simply an efficiency loss. In otherwo!ds, 

without the cartel, competition would cause price to equal marginal cost, yielding the higher 

total snrplus of A C D as compared to the surplus under the cartel caSe of A C H F. As before, 

it is sometimes said that there is a deadweight loss in conSUmer surplus ofthe triangle FG D 
and a deadweight loss of producer snrplus of the triangle G H D. 

Now, consider the point made earlier about the compensation principie and the argoment 

that if the winners can compensate the losers the pqlicy change is a good one. Using a simple 

mcinopoly-versus-competition example, we will show that additional insights can be obtained 

by considéring consumers and producers separ~tely. 

Monopoly-versus-Competition Example 

In Figore 4.2 we show a monopoly equilibrium with price P m and quantity Qm. For simplicity, 

we assume that average cost AC is constant and therefore equal to marginal cost MC. Hence 

the monopolist chooses output Qm where marginal revenue MR equals marginal cost. Profit, 

or producer surplus, equals price ntinus average cost multiplied by quantity, or area Pm PcC B. 
Consumer snrplus equals the triangle A P m B. 
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Figure 4.2 
Monopoly versus Competition 

Next, consider a policy to breal< up the monopoly and replace it with a competitive industry. 

Let us assume no change in costs, so that the competitive industry supply is the horizontalline 

~ at the levei of MC. (This assumption may not be satisfied in practice, inasmuch as ,,-ne reason 

for the existence of a monopoly may be some technological superiority that achieves lower 

costs ofproduction.) Hence lhe new equilibriiJm is price Pc and output Qc· Consumer surplus 

increases to the triangular area APcD, and producer snrplus disappears. 
In effect, the e.Íimination of monopoly has led to a net gain in total snrplus of triangle BC D. 

Tbis triangle, the deadweight loss caused by the monopoly, is labeled as DW L in Figure 4.2. 
To reinforce the points we' have made; we ean use specific numerical demand and cost 

functions. In particular, assume 

Q=lOO-P Demand 

. MC=AC=20 Marginal and average cost. 
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The monopoly price is therefore Pm = $60, Qm = 40, and the competitive equilibrium is 
P, = $20, Q, = 80.3 

Monopoly 

Competition 

Total surplus = AP,C B = $2,400 

Consumer surplus = APmB = $800 

Producer surplus = PmP,CB = $1,600 

Total surplus = AP,D = $3,200 

Consumer surp1us = AP,D = $3,200 

Producer surp1us = O 

The procompetition policy leads to an increase in total surplus from $2,400 to $3,200. On 
this basis, it should be cariied out. Notice, however, at the disaggregated levei, producer sur
p1us falls from $1,600 to zero. The owners ofthe monopoly are therefore harmed. ConsumeIS 
gain enough to compensate the monopoly owners and still be better off. That is, consumeIS 
gain by $3,200 - $800 = $2,400. In principie, consumers could compensate the monopoly 
owners with $1,600 to offset their 10ss, and still have a net gain of $2,400 - $1,600 = $800. 

. Of course, as discussed earlier, under the compensation principIe the compensátion need not 
be carried out. One can justify this outcome by noting that if the govemment is worried about 
the income levei of the monopoly owners, it can handle this· concem direct1y throughthe tax 
system. 

Oi! Industry Application 

An üiteresting application of this type of analysis of the oi! industry was performed by Arrow 
and Kalt4 in 1979. They evaluated the benefits and costs ofremoving oi! price controls in the 
United States. While the controls will be examined in detail in Chapter 18, it is instructive 
to present their main findings here to illustrate efficiency losses and gains as compared with 
simple transfers of surplus from one group to another. 

In the 1970s the federal govemment, concerned with ihftation, held oi! prices in the United 
States beiow what prices would have been in the absence of the contro1s. This resulted in 

3. The monopolist sets marginal ~veÍJ.Ue MR equal to Me. MR is 100 - 2Q and Me is 20. Equating and solving for 
Q gives Q = 40. The competitive equilibrium is found by setting P = Me. So 100 - Q = 20 gives Q = 80. In each 
case substitute the equilibrium value of Q ioto the demand function to obtain the value of P. 

4. K. J. Arrow and J. P. Kalt, "Decontrolling Oil Prices," Regulation, September/October 1979. 
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efficiency' losses, according to Arrow and Kalt, of approximately $2.5 billion per year. (A 
detailed analysis of these 10sses is provided in'Chapter 18.) 

. Our preceding analysis, shared by most economists, is that this is as far as economists 
can 1egitimately go in evaluating public policies. It then becomes a political decision as 
to whether the transfers among groups are viewed as supporting or offsetting the effi
ciency analysis. For example, in the hypothetical monopoly example, the transfer of sur
pIus is from the monopoly owners to consumers, and this is presumably in the politi

caIly "correct" direction. That is, li one believes t11at consumers gen~ra1ly.h~v~}?_w~r~,_~t:: 
comes than monopo1y owners, and that a more eqúaI lncõme distribution is good,breaking 
up the monopo1y both elintinat~8'';fficiency 10sses and has p~litically correct distribution 
effects. 

Arrow and Kalt took a further step by trying to evaluate the distribution effect of decontro1-
ling oil prices. Roughly, the decontrol of oi! prices wou1d mean higher prices for consumeIS 
and higher profits for producers-a politically bad transfer. They were concerned with trying 
to compare the gain in efficiency with the loss in equity. 

Tlie trangfer from consumeIS' to producers was estimated to be about $2.8 billion. Arrow 
and Kalt then proposed, with numerous qualifications, that a dollar transfer from consumeIS 
to producers would lose about half its value. The resulting "equity cost" as they termed it 
would then be half of the $2.8 billion transfer, or $1.4 billion. Rence the efficiency gain of 
$2.5 billion5 exceeded the equity cost of $1.4 billion, and they therefore recommended that 
oi! price decontrol was in the public interest. 
. The key' to Arrbw and Kalt's analysis is their willingness to assign an "equity cos!" of 
50 cents per dollar transferred from consumers to producers. As noted earlier, the standard 
view of economists is that assigning an equity cost of this sort is arbitrary. Economic analysts 
currently have no empirical basis for assigning any specific value to these equity costs. 
Nevertheless, it is certainly true that the polítical process gives great weight to equity issues, 
and it is helpfu1 for econontists to at least set out the magnitude involved. 

Some Complications 

Econonties of scale were implicit1y assumed to be relative1y small in the monopoly-versus
competition example. That is, we ignored the problem that arises when the representative 
firrn's long-run average cost curve reaches its minirnum at an output leveI that is large 
relative to the market demando In other words, in our monopoly examp1e, we assumed 
that the single firm could be rep1aced with a large number of fums with no effect on 
costs. 

5. Actua1ly, AAOW and Kalt noted that the $2.5 billion efficiency gain from decontrol should be reduced to $1.9 bil
lion to reftect the fact that lhe efficiency gains would accrue primarily to producers. Thus the final comparison was a 
$1.9 billion gaio and a $1.4 billion 10ss in favor of decontrol. 
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Figure 4.3 
Economies of Scale and Natural Monopoly 

To take an extreme case, consider Figure 4.3. Economies of scale are such that the long-run 
average cost curve LRAC reaches its minimurn at an output levei that is very large relative 
to market demando Situations of this kind are referred to as natural monopolies, to refiect 
that production canbe'!'no~í,o~heaply carried-out by'':; sliíglefirm. The profit-maximizing 

~llõpôlist would sei price equal to Pm and output Qm. 
Suppose that it were known that in order to have a sufficient number of firms in the 

industry for competition to obtain, each fum would be able to produce an output of ouly q. 
As Figure 4.3 shows, the average cost of output q would be quite high and would resuU m a 

competitive price af Pc, which exceeds the monopoly price. .., 
Clearly, economies of scale can make monopoly the preferred market orgamzatlon. Pubhc 

utilities to provide electric power or sewage treatment are notable examples. J» e~tr.~.me 
cases of lhe type depicted in Figure3.},thep.olicy problegl b"comes one of regulatmg the 
ia;~ral m~~opolist. The appr~;';;;;;-sually followed in public utility regulation is to force lhe 
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monopolist to price 80 as to eam a "fait' rate of retuIn ou its investment. An alternative, 
allhough not often followed inlhe United States, is to create a public enterprise, owned and 
operatedby lhe govemment These topics will be discussed in detai! in Part 11. 

More relevant to antitrust policy is the intermediate case, where economies of scale are 
more moderate reI ative to market demando For example, it may be imagined that the size of 
lhe automobile market is ouly large enough to support three or fOUI firms, each producing 
at the minimum point on its long-run average cost curve. This situation wouId give rise to 
an industry of three or foUI firms, or an oligopoly. The key factor differentiating oligopoly 
from perfect competition and monopoly is that the small number of firms creates a high 
degree Df interdependence. Each firm must consider how its rivaIs ,will respond to its own 
decisions. 

Oligopoly theory does not yield any definite predictions analogous to lhe price = marginal 

cost prediction of perfect competition. or the Erice greaN~.!~q'1 }!lQrg!!!.al E~:~tpredietion of 
monopoly. Most theories of oligopoly imply lha! price will eXceed marginal cost, but by less 
than under monopoly. 

Yet oligopoly is quantitatively very significant in most industrial economies, and it is 
lheref()re an important topic for study. It should be stressed, in addition, that the prevalellç~Qfo 
oligopoly does not n!,c,essarilyimP!xJhat large-scale economi"§_are til",c_au§", In fact, whether 
or not economies of scale explain the existence of particular oligopolies is a key public policy 
concem. We will retum to oligopoly theory in Chapter 5. 

A second complication is the existence of product differentiation. Product differentiation 
refers to the situation in whieh some differences in the products of rival sellers are perceived 
by the buyers. The differences may be real differences, such as lhe differences in size, styling, 
horsepower, reliability, and so on, between Fords and Chevrolets-Dr lhey may be primarily 
the result of image differences conveyed through advertising. '!'he main requirernent is that 
consumeIS regard lhe differentiation sufficiently important that lhey wi1lingly pay a somewhat 
higher price for their preferred brando 
o E. H. Chamberlin6 constructed lhe theory of monopolistic competition in which many com
petitors prodUce differentiated products. AlI firms that produce products that are reasonably 
c10se substitutes are members of the pr~duct group. Given these assumptions and the as
sumpti;~ ~f free-e'ti;ry: the iong-run equilibri~ of amonopolistic competitor is given by the 
tangency Df the firm1s demand curve with its average cost curve. This is' shown in Figure 4.4. 

The monopolistie competitor earns' zero profits in long-run equilibriuril. This is a eonse
quence of the assumption of free entry; the existence.of a positive profit will attract entry 
until a firm's own demand is reduced sufficiently to make profits zero. The product differen
tiation assumption gives the firm's demand curve its slightly negative slope; lhat is, lhe firm 
ean increase its price without losing alI its sales to a competitor. 

6. E. H. Chamberlin, The Theory ofMonopolistic Competition (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1933). 
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Figure 4.4 
Equilibrium of Monopolist Competitor 

The relevant point here is that price exceeds marginal cost-the signal that there is a 

misallocation of resources. But consider Chamberlin's argument: 

The fact that equilibrium of the firm when products are heterogeneous normally takes pJace under 
conditions of falling average costs of production has generally been regarded as a departure from ideal 
conditions .... However, if heterogeneity is part of the welfare ideal, there is no prima facie case for 
doing anything at all. It is true that the saroe total resources may be made to yield 'more units of product 
by being concentrated on fewer firms .... But unless it ean be shown that the 10ss of satisfaction fram a 
more standardized product is less than the gain through producing more units, there is no "waste" at all, 
even though every firm is producing to the left of its minimum point. 7 

The key issue is the optimal amount of product variety, and !bis is a difficult theoretical 
problem. A large !iterature on this subject has developed since Chamberlin's observation.8 In 
Chapter 6 we present a simple model that illustrates the trade-offs involved. 

X -Inefficiency 

Other types of inefficiency may be important in monopoly. First, we consider X-inefficiency, 
so named by Leibenstein in his well-known 1956 article on the subject9 Thus far, we have 
assumed that both monopolists and perfect competitors combine their factors of production 

7. E. H. Chamberlin, "Product Heterogeneity and Public Policy," American Economic Review, VoI. 40, May 1950. 

8. See Richarrl Schmalensee, ''Industrial Economics: Ao Overview," Economic }ournal, September 1988, for a 
survey of this issue. 
9. H. Leibenstein, "Allocative Efficiency vs. X-Inefficiency," American Economic Review. June 1966. 
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efficiently, thereby minimizing cost for each leveI of output. However, it can be argued that the 
pressures of competition force perfect competitors to be cost minimizers, whereas -th~f~ed~~ 
fr~-;" -wmpetition m~es it possible for the--g,o~~Ról1süobe ineffii'i<>n~ or X-inefficient. That 
is; the monopcli7t may õperate·aTa point above its theoretiZ~·~~st curv;·· -. 

Of course, X -inefficiency is ioconsistent with the assumption that monopolists maximize 
P!2.f!!~. How~ve~,· sC?me ~~o~omists have argu~d that}he s~parllti0!l.-2f. ownership fro~ c~;;~ 
trol in large firms- wÍlh m';"k.etpower· permits the manag~;s- to ;ubstitute their own objec
tives for tlW profit obje~tives of the owners: Therefore, in such cases, X-inefficiency m:ay 

arise. 

Monopoly-Induced Waste 

A third and final source of inefficiency created by monopoly is competition among agents to 
bewme a-monop;;--list. Consider the ex~~ple of agovernffient-~andat~d monopoly in the form 
of a franchise. If Figure 4.2 depicts lhe relevant demand and cost curves, then the franchise 

·owner wiIl earo profits equal to PmPcC B. Knowing that the firm that receives this franchise 
will eam rents of PmPcCB, firms will in~~st~~~~;;rces,i,;-i;bby;ng the legislature or ilie 
regnla[;;ry agency ~·oider tó h;;coií\e the re~ipientof fuis-fiaiiéJiis~. This competition to eam 
monopoly profits uses up real reSOUIces in the form of labor by lobbyists and lawyers. These 

",_asted !esour~es.~l'~sent a cos!to society, just "as ~o the traditional deadwj)igbt 10~~_aJl~ 
'!ll-y .~.-:-~[l_~~çlencie~. Competition among finns for rents is appropriately referred to as rent
seeking behavior. lO 

How large is the welfare lossfrom rent-seeking behavior? We know that it cannot exceed the 
amount of monopoly profits (PmP,C B in Figure 4.2). No firm would find it optimal to spend 
in excess of that amouot in order to become a monopolist. In some simple models lt has been 
shown that if rent-seeking is perfectly competitive (that is, there are many identical firms), 
then a1l rents will be competed awayl1 In that case, the total welfare loss from monopoly 
is PmP,DB. More general1y, PmP,DB represents an upper bound on the welfare loss from 
monopoly (exc\uding any X-inefficiencies) while BCD is a lower bound. 

There are a number of ways in which' rent-seeking behavior may arise. As just mentioned, 
competition for rents could take the form of firms lobbying legislators in order to get favorable 
legislation passed, for example, entry regulatlon and import quotas. When these lobbying 
~ctivities use up real res.01!~~~-, theY represent a welfare l.9sS associated with monopoly. 
Altematively, iffavorable government actions are achieved by bribing legislators or regulators, 
ilien thlsis- n~ta-",-elfafe loss but rather simply a Íransfer from the briber to the brib-;;;'. 

10. The pioneering work onrent-seeking behavior is Gordon Tullock, ''The Welfare Costs ofTariffs, Monopolies and 
Theft," Westem Economic Joumal 5 (1967): 224-32. A more relevant piece for Qur ana1ysis is Richarrl A. Posner, 
"The Social Costs of ~onopoly aod Regu~ation," }oumal of Political Economy 83 (August 1975): 807-27. 

11. William P. Rogerson, "The Social Costs of Monopoly and Regulation: A Game-Theoretic Analysis," Bel! }oumal 
of Economics 13 (Autumn 1982): 391-401. 

[ 
.o 
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However, one could take the rent-seeking argument one step further and argue that agents 
will compete to become)egislators orr~gulat<?rs in order to rec~ive ~e rents from bribes)f 
~eal res~m~e~ -Me ~~~4 at that stage, then they represent a welfare 1088. -

Rent-seeking behavior ean -~so arise in- the form af excessive nonprice competition. Sup

pose fums are able to collude so that price exceeds cost The lure ofthis bigh price-cost 
margin. could generate intensive advertising competition._~ furos compete for market share. 
Dependlllg on the -paiticufai-setting, tbis advertising may have little social value and simply 
be theby-product of competitionfor rents. Historically, sociaUy was~ful advertisinghas been 
thought to be a feature of the cigarette)ndustry. As we will see in later chapters, nonprice 
nvaIrY 'amô~g -fiiiils in a cártel õr in a regulated industry can lead to excessive spending ou 

product quality, product variety, and capacity as well as advertising. 
Final!y, unions have been found to be quite effective in extracting some of a firm's profits 

iu the form of bigher wages. This higher wage results in the private marginal cost of labor 
exceeding its social marginal cost, so that a firm tends-to'ús(;--too little labor in the production 
processo This inefficient- input ~~' r~presents yet another source of welfare 1088 ~ssoci~ted 
with monopoly. One' study found that uníons extract in excess of 70 percent of monopoly 
r~nts.12 

Estimates of the Welfare Loss from Monopoly 

Having identified varlous sources of welfare losses due to price exceeding marginal cost, it is 

natural to wonder about the quantitative size of these los~es in the U.S. economy. One method 
for estimating me traditional deadweight welfare loss (which we will denote DW L) is as 
follows. From Figure 4.2, we know that DWL equals BCD when the monopoly price is 
charged. BCD can be approxirnated by ~(Pm - Pc)(Qc - Qm) where this approximation 
is exact if the demand function happens to be linear. More generally, if P* is the price 
that fums charge and Q' is the resulting levei of demand, then DW L is approximated by 
~(P' - Pc)(Qc - Q'). Because P* and Q' are the actual price and quantity, one can collect 
data on P' and Q* for various firms ar industries. However, we typically do not know the 
competitive price without estimating marginal cost It is difficult to get a reliable estimate of 
marginal cost for just a single industry. To do so for a significant portion of the U.S. economy 
would be a gargantuan task. We then need to find some alternative way of estimating D W L 
that does not require having data on Pc and Qc. 

In his pioneering study, Arnold Harberger used the following approach. 13 To begin, one can 
perform a few algebraic manipulations and show that 

(4.1) 

12. Michael A. Salinger, "Tobin's q, Unionization, and the Concentration-Profits Relationship," Rand Journal of 
Economics 15 (Summer 1984): 159-70. 

13. Arnold C. Harberger, "Monopoly and ResouIce AlIocation," American Economic Review 44 (1954): 77-87. 
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where ~ is the absolute value of the market demand elasticity and d is the price-cost margin. 
Moreformally, d = (P' - Pc)/ P* and ~ = I (fi,. Q/Q)/(fI,.P / P)I where fl,.Q = Qc - Q* and 
fl,.P = P* - Pc, Although data on industry revenue, P'Q', are available, one needs to come 
up with estimates of d and ~. In order to derive a ballpark figure of DW L, Harberger used the 
difference between an industry's rate of return and the average for the sample to estimate 

the price-cost margin d, and simply assumed that ~ = I. With this back-of-the-envelope 
technique, Harberger found that DW L was on the order of one-tenth of I percent of GNP. 
Though the assumption of unit elasticity is arbitrary, what is important is that the conclusion 
aue draws fiam this estimate is Tabust to the value of 11. Even increasing it fivefold will mean 
that DW L is only one-half of I perceni of GNP. Harberger concluded that the welfare losses 
fram monopoly are very smal! indeed. 

We thought it worthwhile to review Harberger's work in order to show how one might go 
about estimating welfare losses from monopoly. However, there are several reasons to question 
the relevance and accuracy of his low estimate of D W L. First, it is an estirnate based ou data 

from the 1920s."Whether such an estimate is relevant to today's economy is questionable. 
Second, we know that there are sources of welfare loss fram monopoly other than DWL. 
Harberger estimated that the size of above-normal profits was around 3-4 percent of GNP. 
This leaves open the question of how much resources were used in competing for these rents. 

Depending on the extent of such competition, we know that the true welfare loss could be as 
high as 3-4 percent of GNP. The third and perhaps most important reason for questioning the 
validity ofHarberger's estimate is that later researchers have performed more careful analyses 
and found higher values of D W L. 

One such study was performed by Keith Cowling and Dermis Mueller. 14 They took a quite 
different appraach to estimating DW L. 'I'heir approach avoided having to make an arbitrary 
assumption on the demand elasticity by asswning that firms maximize profit. The first step 
in their analysis is to note that a firm's prbfit-maximizing price P* satisfies the following 
relationship: 

P' 
P*-MC=~ cJ:') (4.2) 

where Me is marginal cost. In words, a firrn sets price 80 that the inverse of the price-cost 

margin equals the firm demand elasticity. Note that in a competitive industry ~ is infinity so 
that (4.2) tells us that P' = MC. Recall that Harberger showed that DW L could be estimated 
by ~~J2P*Q* where d = (P* -MC)/P' (and we have replaced Pc with MC). Because 
I/d = P* /(p* - MC) and given (4.2), it follows that ~ = I/d. Now substitute I/d for ~ in 
the expression that estimates DW L [see equation (4.1)]: 

14. Keith Cowling andDennis C. Mueller, ''The Social Costs ofMonopoly Power," Economic Joumal88 (December 
1978): 727-48. For a sum.ri:lary of many of these studies, see Paul Ferguson, Industrial Economics: Issues and 
Perspectives (Landon: Macmillan, 1988). 
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DWL"'-ryd2 P*Q*=- - d2 P*Q*=_dP*Q*. I I (I) I 
- 2 2 d 2 

(4.3) 

Substituting (P* - MC)/ P* for d in equation (4.3), it follows that 

DWL ~ ~ (p* -MC) P*Q* = ~(P* _ MC)Q* = ~II* 
2 P* 2 2 

(4.4) 

where II* is firm profits. Because II* = (P* - AC) Q*, where AC is average cost, lhe last 

equality in (4.4) uses the assumption Ihat marginal cost is constant so thatMC =AC. Cowling 

and Mueller showed that lhe deadweight welfare loss created by a firm is approximately equal 

to half of its profits. 
Wilh this melhodology, Cowling and Mueller collected data on II* for 734 U.S. firms for 

1963-1966. Remember Ihat II* represents economic profits, not accounting profits. Hence 

Ihey used 12 percent as the normal retum on capital in lhe economy and subtracted nor· 

mal profits from accounting profits to estimate II*. Their estimate of DWL was around 

4 percent of GNP, considerably higher Ihan that found by Harberger. lf one inc1udes ad· 

vertising expenditures as wasted resources associated with rent-seeking behavior, their mea

sure jumps to 13 percent of GNP. Of course, inc1usion of alI advertising expenditures asi 
sumes Ihat ali advertising lacks any social value. This assumption is c1early false, because 

some advertising reduces search costs for consumers. Thus one would expect Cowling and 

Mueller's best measure of the welfare loss from monopoly to lie somewhere betWeen 4 
and 13 percent of GNP. Neverlheless, it is interesting that under Iheir most comprehen· 

sive measure, General Motors by itself created a welfare loss of one· fourth of I percent 

ofGNPl 
It is c1early important to understand the quantitative size of 'lhe welfare loss from price ex· 

ceeding marginal cost, whelher it is due to monopoly, collusion, or regulation. Unfortunately, 

estimating welfare losses is an inherently precarious task because of data limitations. One 

must then interpret these estimates with considerable caution. A final point is that even if we 

knew for certain that monopoly welfare losses were, say, only I percent of GNP, this would 

not be grounds for abolishing antitrust. The reason is lhat the I percent figure would apply 

to an economy wilh antitrust in place. Perhaps if antitrust did not exist, the monopoly losses 

would be much larger. 

Technical Progress 

Efficiency in producing lhe desired bundle ofknown goods and services with a given technol· 

ogy is obviously important. Some argue, however, that economists place toa much emphasis 

on this type of efficiency. They believe it is at least as important for industry to be effi· 

cient in generating new knowledge that saves resources in producing known products, as 
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weJl as in creating new or higher·quality products. In shart, industry should be technicaJly 

progressive. 

Importance of Technological Change 

In a palh·breaking 1957 study,'5 Nobellaureate RobertM. Solow ofMIT estimated Ihat about 

80 percent of lhe increase in gross output per worker·hour from 1909 to 1949 in lhe United 

States could be attributed to technological change. Subsequent studies16 have led to somewhat 

lower estimates, but Solow's general conclusion as to the relative importance of technological 

advance is unchanged. It should be useful to illustrate his analysis graphically in arder to 

clarify the meaning of technological change. 

In Figure 4.5, two production functions are shown. The functions apply to lhe economy as 

a whole and show Ihat oulput perworker.hour, Q, rises (at a decreasing rate) wilh lhe arnount 

of capital per worker·hour, K. The lower production function represents lhe best technology 

known at time t = I. New knowledge at time t = 2 leads to a shift upward in lhe function, 

enabling society to obtain higher Q for any given K. Thus the shift represents technological 

change between t = I and t = 2. 

We can now indicate Solow's melhod of analysis. Suppose Ihat at t = I lhe amount of 

capital per worker·hour is Kl and at t = 2 it is K2. Furthermore, suppose Ihat Ql and Q2 

are the observed outputs per worker-hour on these two dates. The total increase in Q can be 

conceived as consisting of two parts: lhe movement from A to B (lhe effect of technological 

change) and lhe movernent along the production function from B to C (the effect of increased 

capital per warker·hour). As stated earlier, Solow found Ihat the amount of lhe total increase 

in Q due to technological change (lhe movement from A to B) was greater Ihan Ihat due to 

increased capital per worker·hour (the movement from B to C). 

The importance of new products is also clear. One has only to think of some examples: jet 

aircraft, VeRs, antibiotics, personal computeIs, nuclear power, and 80 forth. This dimension 

oftechnological change was not incorparated fully in Solow's estimates. 

Granted that technological change is importaot, we must now consider what determines 

it. Ai the industry leveI, it is reasonable to expect a number of factors to be inftuential in 

deterrnining the rate of teclinical advance. Undoubtedly, lhe amount of resources devoted to 

research and development (R & D) is important. But the amount of private resources allocated 

will depend upon profitability considerations, which, in tum, will depend on such things as 

the expected demand for the product and lhe teclinical feasibility of the project. And, what is 

particnlarly relevant in this book, lhe slructure of lhe market should affect Ihese profitability 

calculations. 

15. R. M. Solow, "Technical Change and the Aggregate Production Function," Review of ECOllomics and Statistics, 
August 1957. 

16. E. F. Denison, Trends in American Ecollomic Growth, 1929-1982 (Washington, D.e.: Brookings Institution, 
1985). 
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Figure 4.5 
Technical Change Shifts the Production Function 

Some quite persuasive economists have argued that some monopoly power 18 necessary to 
provide incentives for firms to undertake research and development programs. The rationale 

for existing patent policy rests to some extent upon this argument. ~!hers,_ho1},lever, have tak~n 
the opposite position, namely,. that it is competitive pres~Uf~s that produce the high."r rates 9f 

progressiveness. 
The famous economist Joseph Schumpeter is usually credited with the view that some 

monopoly must be tolerated to obta;;:;-progress[;,,;,;s. According to SchunÍpeter: . .." 

But in capitalist reality as distinguished from its textbook picture, it is DOt [perfect] competition which 
counts, but the competition from the new commodity, the new technology, the new source of supply, 
the new type of organization ... --competitioD which strikes not at the margins of the profits and the 
outputs of the existing firms but at their very foundations and their very lives. 17 

17. JosephA. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy (New York: Harper & Row, 1975), p. 84. 

I 
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Before turning to a rivalry mod~l that provides some insight ioto these issues, it may be 
helpful to explain several terms that will be used in our discussions. At the begiuning there 
is basic research, which seeks knowledge for its own sake. Most industrial firms engage 
in applied research, which 18 directed toward a particular product or processo If successful, 
invention tates place, will~h 18 the dlscovery of new knowledge. Afier invention, development 

-"--~.-._.~ .. "_"'~~.,....,.--
must take place, leading to the commercial application of the inv~nt:ion. or innovation. ne last 
phase of technical change ~.t~(ffitsion of ihe pioduct or process throughout the industry, or 

~~2~~~Y· 

An R & D RivaIry Model 

F. M. Scherer and D. Ross have presented an instructive mode! of R & D rivalry in their book 
Industrial Market Structure and Economic Peiformance. Their model is useful in illuminating 
the conflicting incentives that market structure provides for innovation: (1) more rivaIs tend 
to stimulate more rapid innovation in .Q!der to be fust with a new product ~nd 'b~~~fit from 

the disproportionate rewards of being /irst, aod (2) more rivals split the potentialbenefits into 
more parts, making each firm's share less. Here we shalI draw heavily on thei< expositional 

appioách, ",hich, in tum, is an attempt to simplify more mathematically complex models 
published elsewhere. 

The model eollapses innovative aetivity into a determination of the speed of new produet 
development. ThaUs, the model seeks to show what factors lead to the firm's choice of the 
number of years fiom begiuning R & D to the market introduction of the product. We should 
note that it is ineorrect to equate a shorter time neeessarily with "socially preferred." While we 
often seem to identify higher rates of innovation as necessarily "good," it is of course possibIe 
for innovation to take place too rapidly.18 

The situation is one of oligopoly with each firm competing through improved products. To 
improve one's product requires carrying out R & D for a eertain time period prior to marketing. 
The time period ean be eompressed by expending more resources. Henee there is a cost-time 
trade-offthat is shown in Figure 4.6 as the curve CC'. 

It is easy to explain the curve CC' by example. Let one plan be to spend $400,000 per 

year for 10 years. The present discounted value of this stream at 10 percent is $2.5 mil
lion. Hence this value is one point on C C'. Another plan is to spend $1 million per year for 
5 years-with a present value of $3.8 million. This is a second point 00 CC'. Clearly the 

implication is that it costs more to shorten the time to innovation. There are several reasons 
for this: Costly errors can be made when development steps are taken concurrent1y instead 
of waiting for the information early experiments supply. Second, paralle! experimental ap
proaches may be necessary to hedge against uncertainty. Third, there are diminishing retums 

18. See, for example, Yoram Banel, "OptimaI Timing of Innovation," Review of Economics and Statistics, August 
1968. 
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R &DRivalry 

in the application of additional scientific "and engineering manpower to a given technical 

project19 

It is assumed that finns choose the time to innovation T in arder to maximize the present 
discounted value of their profits" Hence the next step is to introduce the function V, which 
represents how the present value of net revenues varies with T. lhe net revenues are equal to 
revenues from the sale of the product minus the production and marketing costs incurred" As 
shown in Figure 4"6 the V functions (each V function corresponds to a different numher of 
rivals) slope down to the right It is easy to explain the slope of VI, which refers to a monopoly 

situation with no rivals. 

19. F. M. Scherer and D. Rass, Industrial Market Structure and Economic Performance, 3rd ed. (Baston: Houghton 
Mifflin, '990), p" 632" 
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Assume for simplicity that the net revenues from the product will be constant aver time. 
Now, if somehow T happened to be zero, the vertical intercept of V, would equal the present 
value of this constant stream of net revenues fiom T = O forever. If the flow is $1 mi1lion per 
year, then lhe present value at 10 percent would be $10 mi1lion. Now as T increases, the early 
years of potential net revenues are lost, lhereby reducing the present value and causing the 
VI function to slope down to the right For example, if net revenues do not begin until year 3, 
the present value falls to $8.3 mi1lion. 

In this monopoly case, lhe profit-maxintizing T is easily found graphically. It is simply lhat 
value of T lhat is associated wilh the largest vertical difference between lhe present value of 
net revenues and lhe present value Df R & D costs. This is also found by locating the value of 
T where lhe slope of V, equals the slope of CC'. The optimal T is shown as T, in the figure. 

Now consider a second situation in which there are, say, three rivaIs. This 1S represented 
wilh lhe function V3. Two points should be noted about V3 relative to V,. It is lower, reflecting 
lower net reven\les for each T, and it is steeper. Thus, V3 is lower than VI simply because 
the total mark;et potential net revenues must now be split three ways. That is, it is reasonable 
for a fum with two rivaIs to expect to share lhe market with lhe other two, to some degree. 
Notice that this shift downward reduces overall expected profits, but it does not eliminate 
lhem because V3 still lies above C C'. This reduced expected appropriability of net revenues 
by the firrn can lead to a: sitoation in which the innovation is simply unprofitable-with a zero 
rate of innovation. Such a case is shown by the function Vs, which corresponds to tive rivals. 
Presumably five rivaIs is "too many" and would resul! in too much imitation for R & D to be 
undertaken at all. 

Return to lhe V3 case and consider the second point made in lhe preceding paragraph. We 
see that V3 is steeper than V,. First note what this steeper slope implies about the optimal T. 

As lhe slope gets steeper, lhe optimal T falls until the V3 function's slope equals that of CC', 
at T3. This steepness, in olher words, leads to a faster speed of developrnent as compared to 
lhe monopoly case. This effect of increasing the nurnber of rivals is lherefore a stimulating 
effect on the rate of innovation-as long as the number of rivals does not increase toa much 
and cause a situation where innovation is completely unprofitab1e. 

What causes the slope of V3 to be steeper than.vj can be explained as follows. The idea 
is that the proportionate payoff to being fust, and enjoying the whole market until imitation, 
grows with the number af rivals. In monopoly, there is little 10ss as one innovates later and 
later-the monopoly still has lhe whole market in later years. This means theslope of V, is 
relatively fia!. Now in a three-firrn market, the fust firrn enjoys the whole market until imitation 
occurs. Let us say that when imitation occurs, the leader's share falls to one-third---equal to 
each of lhe two imitators. The relative size of the leader's payoff to one of the two imitators' 
payoffs is what determines lhe slope of V3. Clearly lhe relative payoff for a low T (and being 
first) is greater than the case of monopo1y. Furthennore, in some cases the pioneer firm is even 
relatively better off because of brand loyalty developed during the early years. This makes it 
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Summary 

possible to keep a proportionately greater share of lhe market than irs imitators. For exarople. 
brand loyalty may make it possible for lhe pioneer to keep half lhe market, wilh each imitator 
getting one-founth. 

Hence lhe model that we have described points clearly to the infiuence of market structure 

on innovation. Though lhe complexity of lhe innovative process makes it difficult to obtain 
nice, neat results, one can infer that neither pole of perfeet competition nor pure monopoly 
seems to be ideal. As Scherer and Ross put it in summarizing ao extensive review of empirical 

work: 

What is needed for rapid technical progress i8 a subtle blend of competition and monopoly, with more 
emphasis in general on the former than tbe latter, and with the role Df monopolistic elements diminishing 
when rich technological opportunities exist.20 

A more fundamental issue is that it may be naive to conceive of the public policy issue as 
one of choosing lhe optima1 market structure to optimize lhe trade-offbetween static alIocative 
efficiency and progressiveness. The reason is that structure itself should perhaps be viewed 
as evolving endogenously as technological change occors through time. Thus, firms that are 
successful in the innovation game will grow while others decline or drop out. And, over time, 
the industry's concentration will change as a result. 

In Chapter 24 we consider a special policy toward technological change-lhe granting of 

patents to provide incentives for inventive activity. Allhough lhe model of R & D riva1ry 
ímplicitly assumed patents to be unimportant, Chapter 24 goes to lhe olher extreme and 

assumes that patents are essential. Most empirical studies conclude that the importance of 
patents varies greatly across industries, being especially ímportant in pharmaceuticals and 

chemicals. 

This chapter has examined two dimensions of economic performance: efficiency and technical 
progresso The major difference is that the efficiency section assumed a known technology 
while the technical progress discussion focused on the allocation of resources to develop new 
knowledge (for producing new products, and for producing existing products more cheaply). 

An ímportant lesson that this chapter tries to teach is the usefulness of total ecmiomic 
surplus in assessing public policies. That is, if total economic surplus rises as a result of a 
policy change, lhen under certain plausible assumptions, one can argue lhat lhe change is in 
the public interest. An example of such a change that was described was lhe decontrol of oil 

prices in the United States. 

20. Ibid., p. 660. 
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A hypolhetical monopoly-versus-competition exarople was used to explain the concept of 
lhe deadweight loss caused by monopoly pricing. A shm! section discussed several empírical 
studies lhat have sought to estimate lhe social cost of monopoly in lhe United States. 

In lhe technical progress section, a símple model ofR & D rivalry was presented. The model 
illustrated how increasin&, lhe number of rivais can have two opposing effects on lhe speed of 
innovation. The key point of lhe model is lhat no simple relationship between lhe number of 
rivals and the "rates of innovation exists-a larger number of rivals does not always produce 
better results for society. 

Questions and Problems 

1. ExpIain the difference between the Pareto eriterion and the compensation principIe as rules for 
deeüling whether a particular policy change is in the public interest. 

2. Assume, in the monopoly-versus-competition example in the text where demand is Q = 100 - P 
and marginal cost MC = average costAC = $20, that MC under competition remains at $20. 
However, 'al'sume that the reason the monopoly can continue to be a monopoly is that it pays 
$10 per unit of output to reimburse lobbyists for their efforts in persuading legislators to keep 
the monopoly insulated from competition. For example, the lobbyists may be generating (false) 
studies that demonstrate that competition results in higher costs. 

3. 

4. 

a. Ca1culate the prices and quantities under monopoly and competition. 

b. Calculate total economic surplus under monopoly and competition. The difference is the social 
cost of monopoly. 

c. The social cost of monopoly can be disaggregated into two distinct types of cost: the resources 
cost of rent seeking and the usual deadweight 10ss of output restriction. What are their respective 
magnitudes? 

Discuss the concept of "equity cost" used in the oil industry study by Arrow and Kalt. Do you 
think it is generally true that "consumers" have lower incomes than "producers"? Does it matter 
to your answer that labor unions and senior citizens have large ownership interests in corporations 
through pension funds? 

A (nrini-) refrigerator monopolist, because of strong sca1e economies, would charge a price of 
$120 and sell forty-five refrigerators in Iceland. Its average cost would be $60. On the other 
hand, the Iceland Planning Commission has determined that tive refrigerator suppliers would be 
sufficiently competitive to bring price into equality with average cost. The five-firm equilibrium 
would yield a price of $1 00 and a total output of fifty refrigerators. 

a. Consumer surplus under the five-firm industry organization would be larger than under 
monopoly. If the demand curve is linear, by how much is consumer surplus larger? 

b. Producer surplus under monopoly is larger-by how much? 

c. If the Planning Commission thinks that total economic surplus is the correct criterion, which 
organization of the--refrigerator industry will they choose? 
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5. 

6. 

What is the best market structure for promoting technical progress? 

A study in 1975 estimated the effect of monopoly OD equity as opposed to efficiency (W. Co~or 
and R. Smiley, "Monopoly and the Distribution of Wealth," Qu~rterly Journal of Economlcs, 
May 1975). For 1962, the wealthiest 0.27 percent Df the ~opulatIon accounted ~or 18.5 percen~ 
Df wealth. If all industries were competitive, this study esttm~ted ~at th~ weal~hlest 0.27 perc,en 
would have only 13 percent ofwealth in 1962. Can you expIam this findmg? Hint: The wealthlest 
0.27 percent held 30 percent Df business ownership claims. 

I 

5 OIi3.0po\y, Collusion, and Antitrust 

Section 1 of the Sherman Act prohibits contracts, combinations, and conspiracies that restrain 
trade. Allhough this is ralher generallanguage, it usually refers to conspiracies to fix prices 
or share markets. In this chapter, we will trace major ju~ciaI decisions from the passage of 
the Sh'pnan Act in 1890 to the present to show lhe evolution of lhe current legal rules toward 
price fixing. 

Before beginning lhis task, however, we shall· discuss lhe lheories of coUusive and oligopoly 
pricing. Oligopoly, of course, refers to a market structure with a. smaU number of seUers
srnall enough to require each seller to take into account its rivais' current actions and likely 
future responses to its actions. Price-fixing conspiracies, or cartels, are not limited to a small 
number of seUers, allhough it is generally believed that lhe effectiveness of a cartel is greater 
when the number of participants is small. 

Our coverage will proceed in lhe foUowing manner. In order to explore. lhe theory of 
oligopoly and coUusion, we will need to be properly tooled. Toward this end, an introductory 
discussion of game lheoty is provided. Wilh lhat under our belts, lhe plan is to review lhe 
Couruot model and a model of coUusive behavior. The last section of this chapter discusses 
antitrust law and landmark price-fixing cases. 

A very important assumption lhat underlies lhe analysis in this chapter is lhat potential 
entry is not a problem. We shall always assume lhat lhe number of active firms is fixed. Our 
focus is lhen upon lhe internal industry problems of firms reaching an equilibrium when lhe 
only competition comes from existing firrns. Allowing for competition from new OI potential 
entrants is delayed until the next chapter. 

GameTheory 

Example 1: Advertising Competition 

Consider a duopoly in which firrns do not compete in price because of collusion or regulation. 
Let lhe price be $15 and lhe quantity demanded be 100 units. If unit cost is $5, lhen profit per 
unit equals $10. That is, a firm receives revenue of $15 for each unit, and it costs lhe finn $5 to 
produce lhat unit. Though it is assumed that firms have somehowbeen able to avoid competing 
in price, it is also assumed that finns do compete VÜl advertising. To simplify matters, a firm 
can advertise at a low rate (which costs $100) or at a high rate (which costs $200). AIso 
for simplicity, assume lhat advertising does not affect market demand but ralher just a finn's 
market share. Specifically, a firm's market share depends on how much it advertises relative 
to its competitor. If bolh firms advertise an equal amount (whelher low or high), then firms 
equally share market demand-lhat is, each has demand of 50 units. However, if one firm 
advertises low and lhe olher advertises high, lhen lhe high advertising finn dominates lhe 
market wilh a market share of 75 percent. 


